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Public Cloud - A Compelling Choice 
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Our approach aligns with security megatrends

1 Economy of scale

Decrease the marginal costs of 
security to raise the baseline security level.

Increase trust that drives the transition to 
cloud and compels greater security and 
responsibility from cloud providers.

Spur innovation as cloud providers race 
to create new security technologies.

Configure cloud dynamically with security 
policies specified as code with no need for 
customers to manage hardware replacement.

Generate a way to identify, create, and deploy 
simpler modes of autonomic security operation.

Create an accelerated feedback loop as every 
cloud security update is informed by a threat 
identified by others’ experience.

Automate software deployments within the vast 
cloud scale to enable providers to deliver security 
enhancements and more frequent updates. 

Operate cloud at a global scale with localized, 
distributed systems that create pillars of sovereignty 
which can be leveraged to improve energy efficiency.

3 Healthy competition

5 Software-defined infrastructure

7 Simplicity

2 Shared fate

4 Cloud as digital immune system

8 Sovereignty meets sustainability

6 Increased deployment velocity



Achieve better outcomes across the enterprise, 
powered by cloud

Agency Operations

Increase operational efficiency 

by integrating systems and 

streamlining workflows

Employee Productivity

Modernize tools and break down 

silos for employee collaborations

Location / Geo Services

Measure air quality and increase traffic 

management efficiencies to create 

smarter, more sustainable cities

Security & Risk

Protect constituent data and 

infrastructure needed to reliably 

support critical services at scale 

Constituent Engagement

Increase understanding of constituent

needs with advanced analytics to

deliver services in real-time



73% of public sector leaders are under pressure 

to accomplish more with smaller IT budgets***

Source: *NASCIO, NASCIO Top Ten Priorities State CIO Top Ten Policy and Technology Priorities 
for 2019, December 2018, **Granicus, 2018 State of Digital in Government Report, ***StateTech, 

The 6 Key Drivers of Tech Innovation in Government, January 2019

State and Local 
Governments 
continue to advance 
digitally
Cloud services and security and risk 

management are the top two priorities among 

state CIOs in 2019*

79% of government leaders are going digital to meet 

evolving constituent expectations**

https://www.nascio.org/TopTen/ArtMID/659/ArticleID/744/State-CIO-Top-Ten-Policy-and-Technology-Priorities-for-2019
https://granicus.com/pdfs/Guide_State_of_Digital.pdf
https://statetechmagazine.com/article/2019/01/6-key-drivers-tech-innovation-government


Avoid lock-in with open source

#1 contributor to Cloud Native Computing Foundation 

and creator of Kubernetes - adopted by AWS and Azure -

which operates across existing on-prem and cloud 

Hybrid & Multi-Cloud solutions to enable choice

Anthos' multi-cloud capabilities are so far 
unique in the industry.

Forbes, April 2019

Connect legacy applications across clouds

Google Cloud’s Apigee API management platform easily

connects legacy and modern workloads across hybrid and

multi-cloud, helping create connected constituent 

experiences

Write once, run anywhere

Only Anthos enables development  teams to deploy and 

manage containers on-premises and across cloud,

accelerating application  modernization  and 

development

https://www.forbes.com/sites/jeanbaptiste/2019/04/15/google-anthos-takes-on-amazon-web-service-and-microsoft-azure-with-multi-cloud-strategy-analysis/#5ade6872626f


Autoscale easily and reliably 

Automatic scaling and cloud load balancing with 

automated  multi-region fail over to reduce IT 

admin workload

Manage costs while maintaining scale

Automatic discounts and right-sizing deliver up to

30% savings on average for compute workloads*

Scale analytics on demand

BigQuery automatically scales to thousands of cores 

in seconds, getting  you constituent insights faster. 

AWS and Azure need manual configuration

Enterprise customer references like… the 
high performance, scale, ease of use, and 
automation

The Forrester Wave™: Database-As-A-Service, Q2 2019

Fully automated operations make cloud easy to use

*Combination of automatic sustained-use discounts and right size recommendations

https://reprints.forrester.com/#/assets/2/157/RES144407/reports
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Google Security Story
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Three ways security is in our DNA

Our global network is secure 
and scalable.

No scale or performance 
constraints

Hardened security across the 
stack, from data center to 

network through the 
application layer

Tap into the security advantages of Google Cloud.

Our experience is deep     
and unparalleled.

Defending a global 
infrastructure creates 
experiential learning

Spanning security, networking, 
geographic distribution, and 

resilience

Our platform has security 
built in from the ground up.

Use of Titan Security Keys

Secure supply chain

An emphasis on building secure 
products, not just security products
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Our security architecture adheres to zero trust 
principles.
At the core of a zero trust approach is the idea that implicit trust in any single component of a complex, interconnected system can create 
significant security risks. Instead, trust needs to be established via multiple mechanisms and continuously verified. Embarking on a zero 
trust architecture journey gives modern security practitioners defense in depth, with the ability to methodically shut down attack vectors.

Zero trust is built in, 
never bolted on. 

We apply a zero trust approach as part of our architectural 
framework so cloud security extends across infrastructure and 
application layers to endpoint devices.  

Protect cloud-native
environments.

Our zero trust security framework requires all users to be 
authenticated, authorized, and validated for security 
configuration and posture before being granted or keeping 
access to cloud-based applications and data.



Defence in depth at scale

For more on Google Cloud’s security, see Google Infrastructure Security Design Overview

Service
deployment

Operational & 
device security

Hardware 
infrastructure

Storage
services

Identity

Internet
communication

https://cloud.google.com/security/infrastructure/design


Infrastructure cybersecurity by design with end-to-
end provenance

Titan

For more on Google Cloud’s security, see Google Infrastructure Security Design Overview

Google’s purpose-built chip to establish 
hardware root of trust for both machines and 
peripherals on cloud infrastructure.

https://cloud.google.com/security/infrastructure/design
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Protect

+

Identify Detect Respond Recover

Cloud Asset 
Inventory

Actifio Go

NIST Cybersecurity Framework (NIST CSF)

Security 
Command Center

VirusTotal

reCAPTCHA

Cloud Armor Cloud DLP

Cloud IDS

Security 
Command Center

SOAR

Cloud Identity
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Hybrid/Multi-Cloud for Public Sector



Misconfigurations are the largest cause of breaches

“Through 2025 at 99%+ of 
cloud security failures will 
be traceable to preventable 
misconfigurations or 
mistakes by end users.”

Source: Gartner 2021

https://venturebeat.com/2021/08/12/takeaways-from-gartners-2021-hype-cycle-for-cloud-security-report/


Followed by vulnerabilities and negligence  

84% of companies have high risk 
vulnerabilities that are accessible on the 
network perimeter

https://securitybrief.eu/story/companies-exploited-by-high-risk-
vulnerabilities-new-research-shows

46% didn’t know if they 
have vulnerabilities in 
production.

47% knew they had 
vulnerabilities in 
production.

https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252455307/Almost-half-of-containers-in-production-have-
vulnerabilities-study-finds

2020
Vulnerabilities

https://plx.corp.google.com/scripts2/script_5e._90cf6
9_0000_20f4_b6f8_001a114a81c0

28%
Outdated Software 43%

Package outdated vulnerability

29%
Weak passwords

https://securitybrief.eu/story/companies-exploited-by-high-risk-vulnerabilities-new-research-shows
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252455307/Almost-half-of-containers-in-production-have-vulnerabilities-study-finds
https://plx.corp.google.com/scripts2/script_5e._90cf69_0000_20f4_b6f8_001a114a81c0


Considerations and perceived blockers

Multi-Cloud legitimate considerations

● Mission and long-term operating model strategy

● Technology and skills maturity of the organization 

● Security requirements

● Regulations around privacy/data sovereignty

● Total cost of ownership TCO versus Cloud costs

● FinOps versus IT Ops

● Interoperability 

● Regulations around privacy

● Data sovereignty  

Multi-Cloud outdated thinking and inhibitions 

● Complexity

● Cost

● Security

● Compliance requirements

● Learning curve

● Automated tools and partners 

● Diversification offers a higher return and lower risk

● Security and compliance at scale 

● Organizational learning from previous cloud deployments

● Service delivery effectiveness

Global public sector 
multicloud adoption is 
expected to nearly 
double from 39% to 67%
in the next three years

The new paradigm in Multi-Cloud



Rationale 

State and Local Governments 
adopt hybrid cloud — with at 
least one private and one 
shared cloud instance — as 
well as multi-cloud positions 
for a multitude of reasons.

Many are considering the 
cloud as a broad fabric of 
services from which they can 
pick and choose those that 
best suit their needs, much 
like a services buffet.

Hybrid Cloud Strategy

Typically, a combination of on-
prem and public cloud where:

● Risk posture requires that 
some of your data and 
workloads stay on-prem

● Entities not born in the cloud 
need a first basic step

● Core systems simply cannot 
be moved to cloud – for 
example, certain mainframe 
workloads.

Multi-Cloud Strategy

Common multiple cloud providers 
cases are due to:

● Best of Breed design 
principles 

● Employee experience with 
one or more clouds 

● Specific geographic or 
regulatory reasons 

● *Perceived cost-arbitrage 
opportunities. 
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Autonomic Security Operations
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“We don’t have enough 
skilled engineers to 
make everything  work”

“Our processes are too 
manual, we are too slow 
to respond to and 
remediate threats”

“We struggle to build 
effective detection and 
have too many false 
positives/negatives” 

Security Operations is Ripe for Transformation

“We can’t store and 
analyze all data, 
resulting in blindspots”

“It takes too long to 
investigate alerts”

“It’s cost prohibitive to 
ingest all the data we 
need”



Automated Response
Automate and orchestrate processes to 
speed up response and free up valuable 

analyst resources

With Google Intelligence
Leverage Google’s Threat detection and 

intelligence to democratize SecOps

Security Operations by Google

All your Data
Store, normalize and analyze 
everything - at cloud hyperscale

And Google Best Practices
Transform SecOps with expert 

guidance and best practices

At a Disruptive Cost
Ingest and retain everything you 
need at a predictable cost 

At your Fingertips
Faster time to “aha” with sub-second search 
and context-rich investigation

01

02

03

04

05

06



Solution for Security Operations

ASO Technology Stack
● Petabyte-scale detection in Chronicle
● Respond in minutes, not days, with Siemplify
● Data-analysis & exploration powered by BigQuery
● Rich, compelling analytics & dashboards via Looker
● World’s largest threat intel repo powered by 

VirusTotal
● Ultra-low cost archival storage in Cloud Storage

Transform Security Operations
● Accelerator Workshop(s)
● Community-powered Analytics
● Pre-built use cases, dashboards, and content
● Measurable program outcomes

Partner with Google
● Leverage Google’s planet-scale infrastructure
● Take advantage of Google’s security backbone
● Go big… identify joint R&D initiatives with Google
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The Role of Zero Trust
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What is Zero Trust

Zero Trust assumes there is no implicit trust

granted to resources (including users, devices, 

applications, services and assets), based on 

physical location, network location, or asset 

ownership

Authentication and authorization are discrete 

functions that must be performed on a session 

basis, before access to enterprise resources is 

granted

Zero Trust focuses on protecting resources, not 

network segments; network location is no longer 

a core component of enterprise security posture



Zero trust pillars x solution pillars and Google Cloud Platform feature mapping

Identity

Goal: Passwordless 
authentication is enabled. 
User, device, location, and 
behavior are analyzed in 

real time to determine risk 
and deliver ongoing 

protection.

Device

Goal: Endpoint threat 
detection is used

to monitor device risk. 
Access control is gated on 

device risk for both 
corporate and BYO

devices.

Network

Goal: Enabled fully 
distributed ingress/egress 

cloud micro-perimeters 
and deeper micro-

segmentation. Machine 
learning-based threat 
protection and filtering 

with context-based 
signals. Encrypt all traffic.

Data

Goal: Classification is 
augmented by smart 

machine learning models. 
Access decisions are 
governed by a cloud 

security policy engine. 
Data loss prevention 

policies secure sharing 
with encryption and 

tracking.

Application

Goal: All apps are available 
using least

privilege access with 
continuous verification.

Dynamic control is in place 
for all apps with in-session 
monitoring and response. 
User and resource access 

is segmented for each 
workload.

Secure collaboration

Secure development

Secure analytics



Google Cloud Security Controls to achieve 
a Zero Trust Architecture

Application
Scanning and testing | API security | Secure 
Software Supply Chain

Identity
Managing user lifecycle | Managing Application 
Access | Assuring Identities

Data
Finding sensitive data | Enforcing controls | 
Preventing exfiltration / Loss

Network 
Defining / enforcing perimeter | Segmentation | 
Managing remote access | DoS defense

Device
Patch & vuln mgmt | Preventing compromise | 
Device mgmt (Config, policy, etc.)

VPC SCBeyondCorp Enterprise
No one can access your resources unless they meet all the 
rules and conditions codified in per-resources access policies:

VPC SC

IAP Cloud Load 
Balancing

Cloud Asset Inventory

Certificate Authority Service

Hosted private HSM

Certificate 
Authority Service

Cloud Secure 
Web Gateway

Visibility & Analytics
Threat prevention | Threat detection | 

Incident Response

Automation & Orchestration

Governance
Understanding risk | Defining and enforcing 

policy | Demonstrating Compliance

Security 
Command 

Center

Assured 
Workloads

FedRAMP DISA | CJIS | 
DoD | 

HITRUST

Siemplify

VirusTotalChronicle Cloud IDS Cloud 
Logging

Cloud 
KMS

Cloud 
Identity

Cloud 
IAM

Data Loss 
Preventio

n

Confidential 
Computing

BeyondCorp 
Enterprise

Secret 
Manager

reCAPTCHA Apigee Binary 
Authorization

Chrome Browser 
Enterprise & Chromebooks

Anthos

Cloud Native 
Network 

Segregation

Devices 
AutN and 

Encryption

Centralized 
Network 
Policies 

Cloud Armor

Platform

Cloud Certificate 
Manager

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1dVqdYhvoh1tkeWyVVASZJ8RtuyCd6td2KtLQtqb1mEA/edit?resourcekey=0-qOfr5ZPBPvRK7G3ZMttPHw#slide=id.g117516ab211_6_16
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/13yRZqCoXJQMT-TwI2VAFO-xLlzwsyG9W4jsbdI4seXA/edit#slide=id.gae484912d8_0_1155
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qRgTXHWJbXIjBryJSjdAkz15faR21KWtExQPP2jFYmM/edit?resourcekey=0-oztImqkoYeYka1i1Lj-j6Q#slide=id.g133a971eec1_0_454
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1o6sA8t1ORzhtNt1elmkovVxKVLUcOfcVdwdZTiTMbaA/edit?resourcekey=0-MjnYS3PZNO39rn13KfNsLQ
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1SFS-Dr6dPk1vcamAfbY5NIQfhmGJSsOJiP0kVNU3XzE/edit#slide=id.g133b89b5ab5_0_2618
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1byRGjInlbzNA-N1Y5tlH1o5ok03I3KQOQc8HM_EuonQ/edit?resourcekey=0-IS5QjIaMOjiLtyS3G67HnQ#slide=id.g12228f9fb91_2_575
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1XzGSHvNWIYQIkGYX9o7fMHzv3xF6jeEC5dy9bou57kE/edit#slide=id.gbf9d7add48_0_2133
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1mzXL2wS1ywuYAybTx-PGGHcYH6dqTLr1aoKxVaYCKu8/edit#slide=id.g13a7e71537f_1_1
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1K4jmXJfaSziPjZWH_BACufh00mX73nZyrMk8acLK0ns/edit?resourcekey=0-zpbY71BlSJYH4XE7Uzq40w#slide=id.gf08b803637_0_856
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1eiY_lHhHRQ9JJl3YjZIxyclemb8TPwXOCNBwm8n-KKg/edit#slide=id.g8da1431db1_18_309
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Google Cybersecurity Action Team - PS Customer 
Journey Map



Meet the Google Cybersecurity Action Team (GCAT)
We’re Google’s premier security advisory team, ready to support security and digital transformation 
across your organization – be it government, critical infrastructure, enterprise, small business, or 
consumers. We concentrate our knowledge sharing in four key service areas.

Strategic advisory service

We can guide you on a successful 

transformation journey and advance the use 

of cloud for security and resilience.

Threat intelligence and incident response

We position security strategy and share timely 

guidance on industry incidents to strengthen 

your capabilities.

Trust and compliance

We work with you to find the simplest path to 

compliance and advise on mappings as part of 

your onboarding or workload growth.

Customer and solution engineering

We can meet your evolving requirements

by engineering deployments with the right 

Google Cloud products and services.

To learn about discovery sessions, workshops, and other services, connect with us by requesting an engagement via your account team. 



Google Cyber Action Team Customer Journey Map

Strategy
Organization Education & Vision
4 Modules

Engineering & Technology
4 Modules

Operational Readiness
5 Modules

Integrated
Customer 
Journey

01
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11
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8

10

12

13

Module 1

Organization 
Transformation

Module 2 Module 3

Iteration Design

Module 4

Operational 
Readiness

High-level 
Architecture

Module 5

Configuration & 
Vulnerability 
Management

Module 6

Data Security for 
Data Done Right

Module 7

Incident Response

Module 8

Infrastructure as 
Code (IaC)

Module 9

SOC of the Future 
(ASO)

Module 10

ICI/CD 
Software Security

Module 11

Engineering & 
Production Technology 
Management

Module 12

Continuous 
Compliance & Risk 
Management

Module 13

Integrated
Customer 
Journey
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Thank you.


